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There are three kits in the new DTX6 range;

DTX6  K   - X 
DTX6  K2 - X 
DTX6  K3 - X

DTX range

Model

Snare head material 
X = TCS



DTX6K-X

XP80 TCS 3-zone snare

DTX PRO Module

PCY135  
13” 3-zone ride

RS502 Rack

TP70  
tom pads

KP65 Kick pad

PCY90 9” 2-zone crash  
(with choke) and hi hat

HH65 Hi hat controller

New



Who is DTX6K-X for?
Aspiring drummers, music producers, MIDI musicians, students, online 
teachers, performing musicians, professional drummers, studio owners  

El Estepario Siberiano



DTX6K2-X

XP80 TCS 3-zone 
 snare 

DTX PRO Module
PCY135 13” 3-zone 

 cymbals x3

RS6 Rack

TP70  
tom pads

KP90 Kick pad

RHH135 13” Hi Hat pad

HS650A Hi Hat 
 stand

New



Who is DTX6K2-X for?
Aspiring drummers, music producers, MIDI musicians, students, online 
teachers, performing musicians, professional drummers, studio owners  

Keli Gudjonsson



DTX6K3-X

XP80 TCS 3-zone 
snare 

DTX PRO Module
PCY135 13” 3-zone 

 cymbals x3

RS6 Rack

XP70 TCS  
tom pads

KP90 Kick pad

RHH135 13” Hi Hat pad

HS650A Hi Hat 
 stand

New



Who is DTX6K3-X for?
Aspiring drummers, music producers, MIDI musicians, students, online 
teachers, performing musicians, professional drummers, studio owners  

Joel Cassady



RS6 RACK

Module mounted 
 on right  

- new for DTX

No left bar for easy  
hi hat and double  
pedal positioning

Front cymbal arms act  
like boom arms for  

maximum reach

Hex snare 
mount 

New



KP90 KICK PAD

Multi Layer Cushion  
Head design

Wider legs

Industrial Velcro
Large enough for  

double pedals

Lower natural pitch,  
so less intrusive

New



Textured Cellular Silicone (TCS) Pads

Acoustic drums feel the way they do 
because of the air trapped inside them.  

It is not just the head tension.

If you take the bottom head off a drum, it 
becomes more difficult to play on. This is 
because the air can escape. 



TCS Pads

Air bubbles in the silicone surface 
c o m p r e s s w h e n h i t . T h e 
compressed air pushes the stick 
back in a natural and realistic way.

TCS pads work in the same 
way as acoustic drums.



DTX PRO MODULE New



Aux In 
Minijack

Headphone Out 
Jack

MIDI Out

Up to 14 pad 
inputs

USB Ports

Master Outputs



NEW CIRCUITRY

New DAC & ADC New Headphone Amplifier New Sound Engine

New circuitry at every stage has made the DTX PRO the best performing and best sounding DTX ever.

New



SOUNDS

The sounds for the DTX-PRO module were recorded in 
some of the best studios in Europe. 
Great care was taken to capture every single sound from 
the initial stick impact to the last usable vibration. 
As well as the direct sound of the drums and cymbals 
themselves, the sounds of the instruments in the 
studios themselves was also captured. 

New



TRIGGERING

The DTX PRO is much faster to 
trigger than previous DTX models. 
This makes it feel more natural to 
play. 
It also has 256 note polyphony, 
meaning it can play more notes at 
one time.

New



EQ - 3 band sweepable 

Transient Adjustment - adjusts 
the attacks and release of the sound, in 
effect makes the instrument sound closer or 
further from the microphone 

Compression - individual channel 
compression, in addition to the Compression 
Modifier 

Insert FX - 31 different effects, and 
every channel can be different 

T

FX

FX ON EVERY CHANNEL New



200 USER KITS

The DTX-PRO has 47 factory kits 
and 200 User kits. 
Everything can be saved and 
backed-up on to USB drive. 
This means you have limitless kits.



The Kit Modifiers are unique to 
Yamaha.  
They allow you to instantly change 
the sound by changing the 
Ambience, Compression and 
Effects. 
You can also instantly see how 
much of each Modifier is being 
used, and adjust in real time.

KIT MODIFIERSNew



The Ambience Modifier works by adding 
real room ambience onto the kit sound. 
When the drums were sampled, as well 
as the drum kits being recorded, the 
sound of the studio rooms were also 
sampled. 
You can add this natural ambience onto 
the drum kit sound by turning up the 
Ambience Modifier. 

UU



The Compression Modifier works by 
adding compression onto the whole kit. 
A little bit of compression helps to 
‘glue’ the sound of the kit together. 
More compression adds more ‘smack’ 
or attack to the sound and sounds 
more aggressive.



The Effect Modifier works by controlling 
how much you hear of the 2 effects 
processors, and the Master FX. 
Each pad can send different amounts of 
signal to either processor, meaning each 
pad can have different effects on it if 
required.



HIT POINT DETECTION
All the DTX6 ride cymbals have ‘hit point 
detection’, or positional sensing, which 
means they can sense where on the bow they 
have been played, and change the sound 
accordingly.  
This is in addition to the 3-zones - bell, bow 
and edge. 
This can be heard while playing the internal 
sounds, but is particularly obvious when the 
DTX6 kits are connected to VST instruments 
on computers. 

New



USER SAMPLES
You can load up to 1000 of your own 
samples into the DTX PRO Module. 
Each sample must be 16bit, 44.1kHz 
Stereo or Mono and is loaded in from a 
USB drive 
The maximum sample time is 12 minutes 
40 seconds in mono.



LAYERING
Every zone of every pad of the DTX6 kits can have 4 
layers. Each layer can be an internal sound or a user 
sample. 

These sounds can be stacked together or alternated - 
each time the zone is hit, the next sound in the list is 
heard. 

This is a function called Stack/Alt

A
B
C
D D

C
B

A

Stack Alt



USER VOICES
The DTX PRO Module has a feature called User 
Voice which works in parallel with Stack/Alt. 
This means that up to 40 samples can be loaded 
onto any zone of any pad. These samples can 
then be set to play at different dynamics. 
You could load up to 120 samples per pad - 10 
layers and 4 repeating samples on each zone. 
Using User Voices, the DTX6 can compete with 
VSTi Plug ins, and use any voice from any VSTi - 
up to 720 samples per kit!

New



USB AUDIO + MIDI

The USB ‘To Host’ port can carry 
MIDI data to a computer or smart 
device but also audio data. 
This means you can record by 
simply attaching the module to a 
device. 
The audio is a stereo audio stream - 
16 bit, 44.1kHz 

New



STREAM AUDIO FROM USB

You can also stream audio tracks 
into the DTX PRO module. If you 
put a USB drive with audio files on 
it, you can play along to them. 
Press Recorder, find the track you 
want, and press Play 

New



RECORD TO USB
You can also use the DTX PRO as an 
audio recorder.  This means you 
can simply push the Recorder 
button, press Record, and start 
playing. 
You can use the module alone as 
an audio notepad and record for 
seconds, or you can plug in a USB 
drive and record for 90 minutes.  
This means rehearsals and lesson 
can be easily recorded. 

New



RECORD WITHOUT A COMPUTER
If you want to record yourself playing 
along to a track and you do not have a 
computer to hand, you can simply use the 
DTX-PRO.  
If you put the track onto a USB drive and 
insert it in the DTX-PRO, press Recorder, 
find the track, press Play and then 
immediately Record as well, the module 
will record your drums over the audio 
track*.  
Perfect for recording demos. 
*Requires a fast USB drive 

New



TRAINING
The DTX-PRO has borrowed the best practice 
functions from previous DTX models.  
There are 10 training functions that are ideal for 
players of all standards, as well as 37 training 
songs that allow you to learn various genres.  
Drummers of all levels will find the DTX-PRO  
training functions a useful aid for daily 
practice.



CLICK

The click on the DTX-PRO is exactly what drummers 
are after - precise, clear, and easily accessible.  
It can be routed to just the headphone output for 
use when other musicians are in earshot. 
You can even import your own click samples if there 
is a click sound you particularly like to use.



HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

It is incredibly important that drummers can 
hear themselves clearly, so the DTX-PRO 
module comes equipped with a high precision, 
low distortion, low noise, and high-power 
headphone amplifier.  
This circuitry delivers high-fidelity sound 
directly to the player, and has been developed 
exclusively for electronic drums.

New



REC’N’SHARE

Rec’n’Share first became known with the 
EAD10. Now Rec’n’Share works with the 
DTX6 range, meaning it can be used for 
practice or video making. 
Rec’n’Share is iOS and Android 
compatible. The device connects with a 
USB cable and an adaptor (depending on 
the device). 



PLAY, CHANGE TEMPO, ADD CLICK
Any track which you have on your device and which you 
own a copy of can be used with Rec’n’Share.  
Streaming sites such as Spotify and Apple Music cannot 
be used as it is against the EULA. 
Rec’n’Share can link to Dropbox for easy access of all 
your music tracks. 
Any track in Rec’n’Share can have its tempo changed and 
have a click added to it.  
You can also loop sections of the track for better 
practice sessions. 



FILM, EDIT, MIX, UPLOAD

As well as recording your playing, the 
Rec’n’Share App can also be used to 
record drum videos, by using the audio 
from the DTX-PRO, and the video capture 
of the attached device.  
Videos can be trimmed and edited, mixes 
changed, and the final result can be 
easily shared directly from the app. 



CUBASE AI
Every DTX6 kit comes with a 
download code to get a copy of 
Cubase AI, the powerful music 
production software from 
Steinberg. 
By connecting the DTX-PRO to your 
computer with a USB cable, all 
recording, editing, and mixing 
tasks that are found in modern 
music production, can be handled 
by Cubase. 



SPECIFICATIONS






